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12Abstract
13In this study, we aim to widen the understanding of how students’ collaborative knowl-
14edge practices are mediated multimodally in a school’s makerspace learning environment.
15Taking a sociocultural stance, we analyzed students’ knowledge practices while carrying
16out STEAM learning challenges in small groups in the FUSE Studio, an elementary
17school’s makerspace. Our findings show how discourse, digital and other “hands on”
18materials, embodied actions, such as gestures and postures, and the physical space with its
19arrangements mediated the students’ knowledge practices. Our analysis of these media-
20tional means led us to identifying four types of multimodal knowledge practice, namely
21orienting, interpreting, concretizing, and expanding knowledge, which guided and facil-
22itated the students’ creation of shared epistemic objects, artifacts, and their collective
23learning. However, due to the multimodal nature of knowledge practices, carrying out
24learning challenges in a makerspace can be challenging for students. To enhance the
25educational potential of makerspaces in supporting students’ knowledge creation and
26learning, further attention needs to be directed to the development of new pedagogical
27solutions, to better facilitate multimodal knowledge practices and their collective
28management.

29Keywords Knowledge practices . Mediation, multimodal .Makerspace . Learning environment
30

31Introduction Makerspaces have aroused recent interest as they serve as novel forms of
32technology- and materially rich learning environments (Honey and Kanter 2013; Halverson
33and Sheridan 2014; Kafai et al. 2014 Q2, Kumpulainen et al. 2020; Marsh et al. 2017; Peppler
34et al. 2016 Q3). They account for interest-driven engagement in creative activities with a range of
35digital and hands-on tools and artifacts (Kumpulainen and Kajamaa 2020; Mehto et al. 2020;
36Riikonen et al. 2020 Q4). For many, these spaces constitute ways of reaching educationally-
37progressive goals that are not easily realized in more traditional educational practices, such as
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38valuing students’ problem-finding, inventive seeking of solutions and peer assessment
39(Blikstein 2013; Ramey 2017; Halverson and Sheridan 2014 Q5; Schrock 2014; Smith and
40Smith 2016). It has been suggested that makerspaces offer a powerful context to foster
41students’ science, technology, engineering, art and mathematics (STEAM) learning. Further-
42more, makerspaces are regarded as accommodating a diversity of interests and levels of
43engagement (Johnson and Halverson 2015), enhancing students’ twenty-first century skills,
44such as collaboration and digital literacy skills, crucial for working and functioning in
45contemporary society (Bevan et al. 2016; Peppler et al. 2016). It has also been reported that
46technology-rich makerspaces enhance students’ digital competencies, providing them with
47ample opportunities to engage in social practices that entail making and creating artifacts and
48texts through generative use of various materials and technologies (Marsh 2020).
49However, previous studies on technology- and materially-rich learning environments have
50also illuminated how the introduction of digital resources and multiple tools can create tensions
51when the students’ personal interests and the instructions given by the teacher do not match,
52thus complicating teacher-student interaction (Greiffenhagen 2012; Kajamaa et al. 2020 Q6;
53Rasmussen and Damşa 2017; Strømme and Furberg 2015). In makerspaces this is especially
54the case, as the design tasks and projects are usually complex and built by heterogeneous
55learner groups (i.e., students with different knowledge resources), tools, artifacts and practices,
56and involve a nonlinear organization of collaboration and knowledge-creation processes
57(Riikonen et al. 2020; Stahl and Hakkarainen 2020), posing challenges for students and their
58teachers. Moreover, maker-centered learning is challenging for researchers to investigate as
59design and making activities typically take place “around” rather than “through” CSCL
60technologies (Stahl and Hakkarainen 2020). Adding to the complexity, the technologically-
61and materially-mediated creative processes often involve surprises and dynamic interactions
62that are difficult regulate, predict and script (Sawyer 2012; Yeh et al. 2012 Q7). The level of
63students’ collaborative engagement also varies in makerspaces, some students taking more
64responsibility than the others over the making processes, such as coordination of joint work,
65seeking out resources, and offering guidance and support to others (Leskinen et al. 2020).
66Furthermore, the heterogeneity of learners and the multiple social, discursive and material
67means involved (Mehto et al. 2020; Riikonen et al. 2020) point to “the complex texture of
68knowledge as practiced” (Knorr-Cetina 1999, p. 2) in educational makerspace contexts.
69Recently, calls have been made for CSCL processes to be investigated at the level of
70practices (Stahl and Hakkarainen 2020) and for developing ways of supporting students’
71knowledge practices (Damşa and Muukkonen 2020). In this study, our aim is to widen
72the understanding of how students’ collaborative knowledge practices are mediated
73multimodally in a school’s technology- and materially rich makerspace environment.
74To widen the educational potential of makerspaces, and to support students’ knowledge
75creation and learning in these, further research attention needs to be paid to the reciprocal
76interaction between knowledge creation and students’ collaborative practices. Moreover,
77further research needs to be directed towards the processes of collective knowledge
78creation, which takes place through interactive practices. Such open-ended and dynamic
79epistemic practices through which people jointly create and develop knowledge (Knorr-
80Cetina 2001), in other words, knowledge practices, can channel students’ intellectual
81efforts, further inquiries, and collective learning processes (Hakkarainen 2009;
82Hakkarainen et al. 2004; Stahl and Hakkarainen 2020; Zhang et al. 2018), thus forming
83an important area of further research in technology- and materially-rich learning envi-
84ronments. With this research interest in mind, we investigate students’ multimodal
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85knowledge practices within a school-based makerspace, and ask the following research
86questions:
87How do different types of talk contribute to students’ interaction and creation of knowledge
88when carrying out STEAM learning challenges in a makerspace?
89How do language and other mediational means mediate students’ knowledge practices in a
90makerspace?
91Which multimodal knowledge practices can be identified and how are they collaboratively
92enacted by the students in their design and making processes?
93Our empirical study was undertaken in a makerspace called the FUSE Studio within a
94public comprehensive school in Finland, which had undergone a curriculum reform from 2016
95onwards. The new national core curriculum has a strong emphasis on students’ interest-driven
96learning and student engagement, with a special focus on the development of the students’
97digital and learning-to-learn skills. Traditionally, in all Finnish schools, design and creation of
98artifacts have already been included in craft education for a century, which is an obligatory
99school subject, now enriched with digital fabrication technologies. The FUSE Studio
100makerspace was built within the school and introduced as one of the school’s elective courses
101in 2016, providing pre-defined STEAM learning challenges and tools for students participating
102in scientific, engineering and design practices, and creative ways of working with knowledge.
103It can thus be viewed as a potential tool for the teachers to integrate the next generation
104standards for science education (National Academy of Sciences 2012). As a course included in
105the local curriculum, it can also be regarded as a long-term project and an effort aimed at
106creating educational change within the school. The FUSE Studio concept was originally
107created at Northwestern University in the US (see: www.fusestudio.net) and in addition to
108this school, it is currently being adopted also in five other schools in Finland as part of a
109curriculum reform effort.
110The core idea of the FUSE Studio is that, with the help of digital and non-digital tools, it
111can promote students’ STEAM learning and to cultivate STEAM ideas and practices among
112those who are not already familiar with them, and by so doing broadening access to
113participation in STEAM learning (Stevens et al. 2016; Stevens and Jona 2017). Even though
114the 30 different STEAM challenges are provided to the students in this context, they are still
115“open ended”, allowing for diverse solution paths, creativity and innovation. In other words,
116the students have a substantial say in how they engage in the design and making activities and
117with whom. In the school in focus in this investigation, students are able to use the school’s
118computer lab, one regular classroom and the corridor, for carrying out the challenges, such as
119to build a dream home with 3D modelling software or to make windmills, solar-powered cars,
120laser mazes, or roller coasters. This type of maker work requires continuous sketching and
121prototyping from the students. From the teachers’ perspective, FUSE offers the opportunity for
122low threshold activity in terms of providing a natural context for peer tutoring and not
123requiring advanced digital competence from the teachers themselves.
124Within this sociocultural context, we view knowledge and human activity as cultural and
125deeply contextual and oriented by historically specific social organization, in our case, the
126school where the FUSE Studio makerspace is located. We locate language and tool-mediated
127social interactions at the center of the analysis of knowledge creation and human learning
128(Vygotsky 1978; Säljö 1999; Ludvigsen et al. 2011). Further, we consider talk to be a pivotal
129mediator in student participation within peer interaction and collaborative processes, and in
130their learning (e.g. Rowell 2002; Mercer et al. 2019; Mercer 2005). Together with language,
131tools and artifacts are at the center of our research attention, aiding the externalization of the
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132participants’ internal mental work (Vygotsky 1978). The externalization is pivotal because it
133enables the ideas and tools to be appropriated by others, enhancing their further use and
134refinement, as well as collaborative learning (Baker et al. 1999). Further, we view social action
135and tools (both conceptual and tangible) as intertwined resources (see also Ingold 2010;
136Mäkitalo 2011) that will make possible particular kinds of actions that come into being via
137social, embodied actions in a certain cultural setting (Goodwin 2003 Q8).
138From a sociocultural view, we perceive knowledge practices as a collective phenomenon
139emerging from interaction and joint learning efforts, not the independent actions carried out by
140individual participants. We thus define students’ knowledge creation as a social practice
141(Knorr-Cetina 2001), with knowledge practices guiding the students’ learning and shared
142practical understanding of their learning activity (Hakkarainen et al. 2004 Q9, Hakkarainen 2009;
143Seitamaa-Hakkarainen et al. 2010 Q10). By social practices we refer to the recurring patterns of
144activities, which are embodied and mediated by language and tools, artifacts that are grounded
145in epistemic objects and artifacts, and shared by the participants of a certain community
146(Schatzki 1996; Schatzki 2001 Q11; Schmidt and Volbers 2011; Miettinen 2006). Moreover, we
147view the processes of collective knowledge creation taking place through interactive practices
148that contribute to ideas and learning being materialized into shared epistemic (i.e., knowledge)
149objects and artifacts (Riikonen et al. 2020; Mehto et al. 2020; Paavola et al. 2011).
150On this basis, we carried out sociocultural discourse analysis (Mercer et al. 1999 Q12;
151Mercer 2005, also Mercer 2019) complemented with a multimodal interaction analysis
152(Goodwin 2003; Kress 2010; Streeck et al. 2011 Q13; Taylor 2014), focused on digital and
153hands on materials, embodied actions and spatial arrangements, to analyze students’
154interaction, socio-material mediation and collaborative knowledge practices when
155carrying out the FUSE learning challenges. As our original contribution, this led us
156to identify four, intertwined knowledge practices; namely, orienting to, interpreting,
157concretizing, and expanding knowledge. These practices guided and facilitated the
158students’ creation of shared epistemic objects, artifacts, and their collective learning in
159the FUSE Studio makerspace.

160Students’ knowledge creation in technology- and materially rich
161learning environments

162Knowledge creation has been a central theme among scholars interested in students’ learning
163(see e.g., Bereiter and Scardamalia 2014; Brown and Duguid 2017; Kump et al. 2013; Mercer
1642005; Mercer et al. 2019; Cress and Kimmerle 2008; Scardamalia 2002). During the knowl-
165edge creation process, the students share their different ideas, engage in individual and
166collective interpretation and meaning-making processes, and thus influence the thinking and
167the productive activities of one another (Arvaja et al. 2007). This process may also involve
168collaborative practices of problem definition and problem solving (Hennessy Q14& Murphy,
1691999), and exploration of new knowledge, ideally leading the actors to transcend the bound-
170aries between old and new knowledge. When students are viewed as active creators of
171knowledge, taking collective responsibility over their learning (Scardamalia and Bereiter
1722014; Scardamalia 2002; Zhang et al. 2009), technology-rich learning environments are able
173to provide opportunities for the emergence of their epistemic agency, in other words, the ways
174the students engage in improving their ideas collectively (Scardamalia 2002; Scardamalia et al.
1752012; Damşa et al. 2010).
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176As shown by previous classroom-based studies, the production of new knowledge and
177advancement of individual knowledge usually requires interaction and collective effort during
178collaborative tasks (Damşa et al. 2010; Fernández Q15, Ludvigsen et al. 2016; Mercer 1994;
179Wegerif 1996 Q16). Language functions as a particularly important medium for collaborative
180knowledge creation and for developing the students’ thinking, ideas and learning (Mercer
1812005; Mercer and Littleton 2007). Language is an important mediational means for the
182students’ dialogue, which may also be referred to as “productive discourse engagement”
183(Scardamalia 2002), and for their successful collaborative creation of new knowledge (e.g.,
184Bereiter and Scardamalia 2014; Cress and Kimmerle 2008). Further, the social experience of
185language use significantly shapes individual cognition, the dialogic interaction raising stu-
186dents’ awareness of their collaborative talk (Mercer et al. 1999; Wertsch 1991). Moreover, “in
187dialogues, the students gain the psychological benefit of the historical and contemporary
188experience of their culture” (Mercer et al. 1999, 96). In sum, the student’s adoption of a
189‘social mode of thinking’ (Mercer 1995) and their induction into ways of using language for
190seeking, sharing and constructing knowledge is crucial for their collaborative work and
191learning (Mercer 1995, 1996; Rojas-Drummond et al. 1998; Mercer et al. 1999).
192During collaborative learning, students work together on a common problem and their
193interaction enhances knowledge sharing, joint knowledge creation and the development of
194shared understanding (Hmelo-Silver 2003). However, the interacting students possess different
195knowledge, with some being less and some being more knowledgeable than others (e.g.
196Brown and Campione 1996), which creates challenges and tensions in collective knowledge
197creation (Ludvigsen 2012). For instance, it can be challenging for the students to reflect on
198their knowledge and to explain it (Mercer 2008), to ask each other questions, and to explain
199and to clarify their own ideas and opinions, and to elaborate the reasoning behind these (Kollar
200et al. 2006 Q17; Martin and Hand 2009), or to take alternative views into consideration (Sampson
201et al. 2011 Q18). Therefore, much basic knowledge is often left implicit, creating misunderstand-
202ings in classrooms and in other settings (Mercer 2008).
203Learning arrangements with technological infrastructures have been introduced to
204provide better opportunities for student interaction, collaboration, knowledge creation
205and conceptual advancement (Scardamalia and Bereiter 1994 Q19), allowing the students to
206improve ideas collaboratively (Scardamalia 2002; Scardamalia et al. 2012; Damşa
207et al. 2010). Such environments can also entail the transformation of the spatial and
208temporal relations of student learning and pedagogical activities, for instance by
209breaking traditional spatial and temporal boundaries of learning, making remote
210information sources accessible and collaborative learning location-free (Ritella and
211Hakkarainen 2012; Suthers 2006).
212By emphasizing students’ own choice and interest and connecting the educational learning
213activities to their everyday lives and communities outside the school, technology- and
214materially-rich learning environments can also create local or online “hybrid spaces” for
215teaching and learning in which the formal and everyday creatively intersect (see Gutiérrez
216et al. 1999; Ludvigsen 2012; Kajamaa et al. 2018). The novel technological infrastructures and
217learning arrangements also allow students to relate to materiality and to transform it in new
218ways, as the students are typically invited to act creatively to modify and develop material
219objects as part of the learning process (Kumpulainen et al. 2019a, b). The different knowledge
220resources available can accumulate collective knowledge and experience, thus having an
221instrumental value (Miettinen and Paavola 2016) for the students’ learning (see also
222Engeström 2007).
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223In the context of schools, to enhance computer supported learning, increasing research
224attention has been paid to reciprocal interaction between students’ knowledge creation and
225practice, introducing the notion of knowledge practices, useful in taking us beyond researching
226and analyzing “mere” knowledge and “mere” practice. By definition, knowledge practices
227(i.e., epistemic practices) can refer to discursive practices in relation to knowledge (Sandoval
228and Reiser 2004). Knowledge-creation learning can be understood “to be dependent on
229materially embodied practices rather than mere conceptual experiences” (Hakkarainen 2009,
230p. 224). It can include the utilization and creation of a variety of digital and non-digital tools
231and artifacts, with language mediating the students’ activity (Kumpulainen and Kajamaa 2020;
232Kumpulainen et al. 2019; Mehto et al. 2020; Riikonen et al. 2020), and channeling the
233participants’ collective learning processes (Hakkarainen 2009; Hakkarainen et al. 2004;
234Stahl and Hakkarainen 2020). In materially-rich makerspaces, solving and managing the
235complex knowledge problems can involve all of the students’ senses, such as looking,
236touching, feeling and listening (Koskinen et al. 2015 Q20), contributing to the creation and usage
237of different types of epistemic (i.e., knowledge) objects and artifacts. Furthermore, when
238working interactively with learning challenges and materials, students utilize tools for making
239their tacit knowledge explicit (Illum Q21& Johansson 2012), adding to their accumulated cultural
240knowledge (Koskinen et al. 2015). In these contexts, the materialization of the knowledge
241objects is critically dependent on embodied practices connected to making (Kangas et al. 2013 Q22;
242Blikstein 2013; Kafai et al. 2014). The objects are usually negotiated and defined by the
243students and left more open-ended than traditional ‘objects’ (Hakkarainen 2009).
244Furthermore, along with language and materiality, embodied resources are pivotal for
245grasping the unfolding of working processes, and in advancing the creative process (Härkki
246et al. 2017 Q23) in makerspaces. Also, the available structures, resources and arrangements of the
247context are important for enhancing student engagement (Kangas et al. 2013; Kumpulainen
248et al. 2018 Q24), which can be seen as a means of supporting students’ transformative agency, in
249other words, transformation and reframing of the collective activity resulting from their
250learning via creative utilization of various resources available in the makerspace (Kajamaa
251and Kumpulainen 2019). In this study, we analyzed how students’ collaborative knowledge
252practices are mediated multimodally in a FUSE Studio makerspace environment in which they
253carry out STEAM learning challenges.

254Empirical study

255Research setting

256The context of this study is a public comprehensive school with 535 students and 28 teachers
257at the primary level. The school strives for student-centeredness and stresses design and digital
258learning, which aims to enhance students’ creative problem-solving skills across the curricu-
259lum. In 2016, as a response to the new national core curriculum requirements, the school
260introduced the FUSE Studio as one of its elective courses.
261The FUSE Studio was situated in the school’s computer lab, with a neighboring classroom
262space and the nearby corridor for the students to use as needed. There were 22 desktop
263computers and separate laptops available for the students, and a rich variety of hands-on
264materials. While taking part in the FUSE Studio session, the students are able access the
265learning challenges and their associated instructions through a website (www.fusestudio.net).
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266The instructions provided by the FUSE Studio program offer students “a stimulus” for their
267maker work, and a vision or image of the object, which will then, via the process of design and
268development, transform as well as materialize into a shared epistemic object or (tangible)
269artifact. Through this process, it is our view that the notion of “epistemic” refers not only to
270knowledge, but also to material artifacts and the ideas out of which they are constructed. Fig. 1
271shows the students’ view of the digital FUSE Studio environment on which the students find
272trailer videos of each challenge and choose the challenge most appealing to them.
273More specifically, the FUSE Studio consists of a computer program and hands-on material
274packages including 30 (pre-given) activities, called challenges, from which the students are
275free to select the challenge most appealing to them, with whom to pursue it (or alone), and
276when to move on, progressing at their own pace. The technological and pedagogical infra-
277structure of the FUSE Studio consists of digital tools (computers, 3D printers) and other
278materials (e.g., foam rubber, a marble, tape and scissors). The learning challenges students
279engage in range from designing jewelry to building a dream home with 3D modelling
280software, to making windmills, solar-powered cars, laser mazes, and roller coasters. Some of
281the challenges are fully digital and in others, students use physical materials that are provided
282to them in separate kits. The design challenges level up in difficulty following the basic logic
283of video game design principles (see e.g., Holbert and Wilensky 2014). During the FUSE
284studio sessions, the teacher(s) make rounds throughout the makerspace to follow how the
285students’ work progresses (Greiffenhagen 2012; Koskinen et al. 2015). The students can also
286call upon teachers and their peers (in other groups) when needed. The assessment of a
287student’s participation and learning does not include grading, but is carried out by using
288photos, video or other digital artifacts and the student’s own documentation (Stevens and Jona

Fig. 1 “My Challenges” student interfaceQ25
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2892017). Failures are viewed as just another try, and as significant experiences during the
290processes of making (Hilppö Q26& Stevens, 2020).

291Data collection

292The video recordings were collected intermittently during one academic year of participation
293within the makerspace. We collected data three times a week from August to December 2016.
294The data comprised 111 h of transcribed video recordings, and our field notes about groups of
295students (N = 94, age 9–12 years) and their facilitator-teachers (N = 7) in the FUSE Studio. The
296students’ guardians were informed about the research and its data collection methods and were
297asked to give their written consent for their children’s participation. Participation in the
298research was voluntary and could be ended at any time. The research respects the teachers’
299and children’s anonymity and privacy, and all names mentioned in the research are pseudo-
300nyms. The data were taken from three groups of students who had chosen the FUSE Studio as
301an elective course for the 2016–2017 academic year. In particular, Group 1 consisted of 32 4th
302graders (22 boys and 10 girls), Group 2 of 30 5th graders (19 boys and 11 girls), and Group 3
303of 32 6th graders (19 boys and 13 girls). Each group had one 60-min FUSE session per week.
304Each group had two appointed teachers to support student work in the FUSE Studio.
305In the FUSE Studio, we used four video cameras to capture the moment-by-moment
306activities of the students and teachers. Usually, two of the cameras followed the teachers
307and two were set to record selected students’ work. The main principle that guided the
308decisions regarding the focus of the cameras for each session was the need to form a
309comprehensive picture of the nature of interaction and activities. On each of the videos, we
310had one camera that was set to film the group. The angle was adjusted according to the
311students’ movement in the space. The computer screens and other “hands-on” materials were
312captured as parts of the students’ interaction as visible within the scene. We did not specifically
313zoom in for close-up shots of the computer screens. The following photographs (captured from
314the videos) providing an example of our videoing of a group working in the computer lab area
315of the FUSE Studio.
316For this study, we selected 350 min of the transcribed video data focusing on two groups
317working together on several FUSE challenges. One group was a group of four boys
318pseudonymized as Leo, Alex, John and Mark (photos of their work are shown in the findings
319section). The other was a group of four girls pseudonymized as Nellie, Emmi, Sara and Nora
320(photos of their work are shown in Fig. 2 above). The total duration of the data from the girls’
321group was 185 min, and from the boys, 165 min (350 min in total). Each group was supported
322by two to four teachers and teaching assistants. We selected these two groups as we wanted to
323follow those students who had previously worked as a group in the FUSE studio with a broad
324range of STEAM learning challenges, and who used various spaces and materials within the
325FUSE Studio makerspace (i.e., the computer lab, the neighboring classroom space, and the
326corridor). It was also a goal to include a group of girls and a group of boys. The two groups
327worked on STEAM challenges in which they needed to collaborate to design a shared
328epistemic object and also construct a (tangible) material artifact, to which the created ideas
329materialize. Further, one of our selection criteria for these two groups was that these student
330groups worked purposefully and completed the FUSE challenges during a single session. This
331was not always the case in other groups, as students often continued with the same challenge in
332subsequent session(s). Due to space limitations, and the detailed nature of the analysis, we
333present only selected parts of the examples, often focusing only on two students in the group.
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335that while the group work practices we observed in these groups appeared similar to the work
336in other groups, these students worked in the same groups over many session and multiple
337design challenges. The other students changed the composition of their groups more often than
338these two groups. All students participating in our study had taken part in craft education
339classes (included as part of the national core curriculum) as part of their schoolwork, hence
340working on design tasks in the FUSE studio cannot be regarded as a totally novel activity to
341the students. Further, we analyzed these particular examples with reference to the information
342from the whole corpus of our video data (all 111 h). For the analyses of the other four teams,
343the interested reader may refer to separate articles (Kumpulainen et al. 2020; Leskinen et al.
3442020). We acknowledge that if the groups had just started to work in FUSE studies, the results
345of analyses might have looked different.

346Data analysis

347We first approached the data more holistically and then focused on selected events in greater
348depth as explained below (Derry Q27et al., 2010). First, we uploaded the 111 h of videotaped and
349transcribed FUSE sessions into the Atlas.ti analysis software, to view and to read as a whole, to
350identify student groups in which the students stayed over several FUSE Studio sessions and
351who worked on those design challenges that involved active and sustained use of digital
352technologies in the FUSE Studio makerspace. Based on consensus (via researcher negotia-
353tions), this resulted in selecting 350 min of video data of two student groups working with four
354different STEAM learning challenges in different spaces, for presentation in this study. Our in-
355depth analysis then included the following three sequential phases.
356To respond to our first research question on how different types of talk contribute to
357students’ interaction and creation of knowledge, we analyzed the 350 min of video-data to find
358out how language contributed to students’ interaction and joint creation of knowledge when
359carrying out the STEAM learning challenges. This first phase of the analysis was abductive,
360involving repeated iterations between theory and the data (Van Maanen et al. 2007 Q28). We coded
361the videos by applying sociocultural discourse analysis, providing us with the typology for the
362analysis of three “archetypical forms” of students’ talk; Cumulative, Disputational and Ex-
363ploratory (see Mercer et al. 1999; Mercer 2005, also Mercer 2019). We coded speaking turns
364during the students’ interaction in which they constructed common knowledge via accumula-
365tion, repetition, conformation and elaboration of statements and suggestions, in other words
366cumulative talk. We searched for short utterances and instances of assertion and counter-
367assertion, and in which the student’s competed with each other, ignored the other, challenged
368or criticized the other, namely disputational talk. We also coded speaking turns in which the
369students actively contested each other, critically but constructively in their engagement with

Fig. 2 Here we display photos of Nellie, Emmi, Sara and Nora illustrating the orientation of the camera within
the makerspace
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370each other’s opinions, statements and suggestions, made joint decisions and their reasoning
371and knowledge was made publicly accountable, in other words exploratory talk.
372To respond to our second research question on how language and other mediational means
373serve to mediate students’ knowledge practices, we viewed the videoed data again and carried
374out a multimodal interaction analysis (Goodwin 2003; Kress 2010; Streeck et al. 2011; Taylor
3752014) across the 350 min of data. This second phase included our identification of the material,
376embodied, and spatial resources involved in the students’ interaction during their maker
377activities. More specifically, we analyzed the students’ knowledge creation as embodied and
378materially and spatially mediated, and as evolving through and within the students’ interaction.
379We coded parts of the data in which these resources mediated the students’ joint attention, in
380other words, their capacity to coordinate actions and attention with others on an object (see
381Tomasello 2000). We coded the topics, concepts and notions mentioned by the students while
382making inquiries and solving problems, allowing us to identify the emergence of joint attention
383and the core epistemic (knowledge) objects during their maker work.We also coded parts of the
384interaction in which (tangible) epistemic material artifacts were discussed, created, appropriated
385(also Baker et al. 1999) and used, paying special attention to the students’ use of the physical
386space and its arrangements.We also coded verbal and non-verbal embodied actions and signals,
387such as postures, gestures, gazes and physical movement (such as moving closer and with-
388drawing from the interaction) (see Mondada 2018), related to the creation and use of epistemic
389objects and artifacts, and mediating their handling. We also engaged in relating our analysis to
390the existing literature on the role of socio-material mediation (Vygotsky 1986 Q29; Säljö 1999;
391Ludvigsen et al. 2011) and embodiment (Härkki et al. 2017) in students’ collective activity.
392Note that any one instance of multimodal interaction could be coded with more than one code.
393As our third analytical phase, in response to our third research question on the identification
394of multimodal knowledge practices and their collaborative enactment by the students, we re-
395viewed the parts of the video data that we had coded in the discursive and multimodal
396interaction analysis, to analyze the data further, to identify the students’multimodal knowledge
397practices guiding and facilitating their learning during the design and making activities. In the
398videos, we focused our attention on depicting the student groups’ recurring patterns of
399activities mediated by types of talk and other mediational means, such as the embodied actions
400used as a complementary channel to express and demonstrate ideas to others (Taylor 2014), we
401had identified in our two earlier analytical phases. In this phase, our analytical interest was in
402exploring how the knowledge practices, involving epistemic (knowledge) objects and their
403materialization to (tangible) artifacts are enacted and became shared by the students and their
404peers in guiding and facilitating the students’ joint attention, knowledge creation and learning
405in the FUSE Studio makerspace. In this, we related our data-driven analysis to the existing
406literature on joint attention (see Tomasello 2000), knowledge practices (Hakkarainen et al.
4072004; Hakkarainen 2009; Seitamaa-Hakkarainen et al. 2010; Knorr-Cetina 2001), and to the
408instructions for carrying out the STEAM learning challenges, provided by the FUSE Studio
409program in the website (www.fusestudio.net). This led us to identifying four, intertwined
410knowledge practices namely orienting to, interpreting, concretizing, and expanding knowledge
411which we viewed as constitutive of the students’ activity in the FUSE Studio.
412To ensure inter-coder reliability, the primary coder first analyzed videos using the Atlas.ti
413software, applying our emergent analysis framework. To establish the reliability of the
414analysis, the second coder scored a representative sample of the data by applying the same
415analysis framework. We discussed any disagreements in coding (e.g. some of the coding rules
416were further clarified) until there was agreement.
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417Findings: Students’ multimodal knowledge practices in the FUSE studio

418Here we discuss our findings in relation to the interactional situations that characterized the
419students’ collaborative knowledge practices in our video data. The four, intertwined, multi-
420modal knowledge practices that we identified, namely orienting to, interpreting, concretizing
421and expanding knowledge, are first defined. Thereafter, we will present three episodes, each
422including the four multimodal knowledge practices via discursive, material, embodied and
423spatial dimensions of analysis.
424(1) Orienting to knowledge emerged in our data through discourse and embodied actions
425when the student groups began their design and making processes. The students prepared
426themselves to conduct a STEAM learning challenge by first selecting who to work with, and as
427a group positioned themselves (by bodily acts, such as taking an independent or collaborative
428stance) in the physical space of the FUSE Studio and its organization, such as the furniture and
429the computers. By utilizing the “My Challenges” interface in the FUSE Studio program (see
430Fig. 1), they then decided which STEAM learning challenge they were interested in working
431with, and began to familiarize themselves with its instructions, presented on the FUSE website.
432As an indication of their interest, the students usually expressed their intention (verbally or
433through gesture) to pursue a certain challenge. In this, talk, embodied actions, and material and
434spatial mediators mediated and coordinated the students’ joint attention and engagement. The
435ways in which the student groups used language mediated the nature of their engagement and
436the atmosphere of their social interactions. Their process of orienting to knowledge typically
437involved cumulative talk, in other words, the students’ construction of common knowledge via
438confirmation and repetition of the instructions in the computer program. It also included the
439students (verbal and embodied) selection and appropriation of the materials and spaces, such
440as by selecting the space for their work on the challenge. In some cases, we were also able to
441witness disputational talk, such as assertion and counter-assertion, competing, or at times even
442ignoring each other.
443(2) Interpreting knowledge refers to the students verbally reflecting on the given instruc-
444tions and ideating further about how to proceed with the challenge and in their problem
445solving. Moreover, the interpretation efforts between the students was evidence of their
446attempts to achieve a shared understanding. The interpretation involved the students’ con-
447struction of common knowledge via cumulative talk. They began offering information to each
448other by sharing and exchanging their existing knowledge and experiences in relation to the
449various materials, tools and the problem at hand. This also included preliminary visioning,
450planning and ideating the next steps of the design and making process. This included the
451students’ usage of the computer program for designing epistemic objects and artifacts, and
452their search and familiarization of themselves with other materials, such as foam rubber, a
453marble, tape, scissors, and 3D printers. It also included disputational talk. For instance, the
454students questioned and reframed the given circumstances in terms of deciding not to follow
455the instructions of the FUSE Studio. It also included the students (verbal and embodied)
456judging of the existing arrangements, materials and spaces, such as moving to work in the
457corridor. They also carried out re-positioning (by bodily acts) themselves and the materials
458within the makerspace when something was not functioning in an orderly fashion, to better
459coordinate their collaborative work.
460(3) Concretizing knowledge involved students’ externalizing of their knowledge creation
461process into different knowledge (i.e. epistemic) objects and material / tangible artifacts. The
462students made creative acts of explaining and working with the available conceptual, material
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463and spatial resources and made initiatives and plans to use the existing objects and artifacts,
464and to create new ones. The students viewed and engaged in the actions by exploring ways of
465working, demonstrating, seeking help, coordinating and moving back and forth in their making
466process (by verbal and embodied actions), to solve the problems involved in the learning
467challenge. In their joint search for solutions, they usually negotiated, adjusted, agreed and
468further elaborated their ideas. Also, when concretizing their visions, ideas and plans into
469epistemic objects and material artifacts, the student talk often exemplified disputational talk, as
470the students disagreed and contested one another. They also exemplified exploratory talk,
471when they actively contested each other, constructively engaged with each other’s opinions,
472statements and suggestions, and made joint decisions. The decision making often also involved
473acts of disregarding many of the proposed, optional ways to proceed with the challenge, and
474collective appropriation of certain suggestions, leading to collaborative distillation (i.e. a
475participant first shifts away from what he believes to be unsuitable and then the other follows)
476of the solutions and the concretizing of the knowledge into shared (epistemic, digital) objects
477and (tangible) artifacts meaningful to the participating students.
478(4) Expanding knowledge related to situations in which the students critically but construc-
479tively engaged in further planning, coordinating and carrying out the learning challenge. This
480took place when they encountered difficulties in the design and making process, disagreed, or
481were not satisfied with the process, after which they had to expansively either reject, modify or
482entirely revise their epistemic object in making, often exemplifying disputational talk. Further,
483their knowledge was made publicly accountable through discourse and can be defined as joint
484reasoning, featuring exploratory talk. They then often changed their original plan, the direction
485of their making, redefined the usage of certain tools, iterated, further demonstrated (by
486embodied actions) and repeated parts of the process. The goal of this process was to solve
487the problem, and to create a more satisfying shared epistemic object or artifact. They also
488assessed their design and making processes and expressed a collective will to ignore, alter or
489expand the pre-given instructions. This appeared to result in the emergence of the students’
490expanded understanding of the situation and the process as a whole, as well as expansion of the
491specific knowledge object or artifact in progress, to improve its functionality and meaningful-
492ness as a co-created outcome of the activity.

493Episode 1: Proceeding with the challenge in the corridor to create
494a security system

495In this episode, it is possible to see how discourse, digital and other “hands on” materials,
496embodied actions, such as gestures and postures, and the physical space with its arrangements
497mediated the students’ collaborative knowledge practices (i.e. orienting to, interpreting,
498concretizing and expanding knowledge). In this episode, the boys used the FUSE Studio
499materials and spaces in creative ways and relocated their maker work from the computer lab to
500the nearby corridor. The learning challenge was new to the boys in the group and they shifted
501from first relying on the pre-given instructions to actively ideating and exploring alternative
502paths for proceeding with the complex challenge. In many parts of the episode, we were able to
503witness the dominance of non-verbal (embodied) actions, and material and spatial mediation,
504mediating joint attention, coordination and knowledge creation. The students often engaged
505with each other’s ideas critically, but mainly constructively, and took alternative and expansive
506directions to proceed with the challenge. Despite their dispute and fact that multiple times,
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507their attention was drawn away from the challenge by their peers, they finally successfully
508completed their Laser Defender.
509The four boys, (pseudonymized as) Leo, Alex, John and Mark, began orienting to the
510challenge by deciding to work as a group, and by positioning themselves by sitting down in
511pairs on the desks in the computer lab. They then choose to work on the “Laser Defender”
512learning challenge, in which the students create a laser beam security system to protect a
513valuable “treasure” and challenge their friends to break in. (For more information, see: www.
514fusestudio.net/challenges). The Laser Defender challenge was new to all four boys, making it
515impossible to exchange any prior knowledge and experiences in relation to it. When sitting in
516two separate rows in the computer lab, they decide to continue with the challenge in pairs, to
517create their own security systems, to which the other pair could then try to break in.
518At the beginning of the making, Leo is sitting by his computer, trying to open the “My
519Challenges” interface to get access to the instructions for the challenge from his computer
520screen. Alex is quietly standing behind him, positioned by the toolbox, handling and selecting
521some of the tools as needed, and orienting to the challenge. John comes to stand by him and
522states that he had already started the challenge with Mark. Alex gazes towards him, and
523featuring disputational talk, states: “Do not do that, do not start, we are supposed to start!”, as
524he wanted to be the first to begin the challenge with Leo. John does not accept this and states
525his differing opinion: “Aren’t we all supposed to start this on our own computers?”. John then
526withdraws from the mutual gaze and as shown in Fig. 3, begins to delve the toolbox to prepare
527for the challenge. The toolbox mediated and coordinated the students’ joint attention and
528engagement, John leaning over the box, pushing Alex toward the wall, and leaving Alex with
529little room to continue his search. They began arguing about the tools required, and it sounds
530and looks just as if John was entering Alex’s territory, even though the boys belong to the
531same team. Leo maintains his distance and does not get involved in Alex and John’s debate in
532orienting to the challenge, and is still sitting behind them in the front of his computer. Mark
533also takes a distant stance and stays at the desk John and he have in their use and is thus out of
534the reach of our video camera. In Fig. 3, Alex is wearing a hat and John is wearing a hoodie.
535Leo sits behind Alex and Mark is not shown.
536Then, Leo encounters some technical problem in trying to open the trailer video for the
537challenge and asks Alex to help him. Meanwhile, John continues searching the materials for
538the challenge from the box. Alex drags his chair and moves physically closer to Leo and leans
539toward his computer, to see better what he is doing, to help him in opening the trailer. At this
540point, John takes a laser pen out of the box, switches it on, opens the classroom window (the
541one shown in Fig. 5 behind Leo’s head), and starts to point outside the window. Alex finally
542gets the trailer functioning, and Leo begins to familiarize himself with it. Meanwhile, Alex
543begins to experiment with a laser pen by moving it in his hands. He seems excited, switches it
544on, and points toward the teachers’ desk, saying to Leo: Alex: “Look, this light reaches so
545far!”. He then sits down and points to the roof of the computer lab. John still leans on the
546windowsill using the pointer and redefining its use from carrying out the challenge, to pointing
547people walking past. By doing this, he leaves Mark to familiarize himself with the instructions,
548and the two boys do not communicate.
549Then, the collaborative interaction of Leo and Alex is temporarily interrupted as a girl,
550Emilia, from another group, approaches Alex to ask for help finding the right equipment for
551carrying out a challenge she has selected with her group, sitting at the opposite corner of the
552computer lab. As Emilia arrives at the desk, Alex starts to point at her face with the laser light
553on, saying that he is going to shoot her. As shown in Fig. 4, Emilia uses her body and, without
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554words, tries to “defend” herself by covering her face with her hands and smiles. The teacher
555notices this and says that it is not safe to point at another’s eyes with the bright laser light. Then
556Alex stops and walks with Emilia toward her group. Here, instead of mediating and coordi-
557nating joint attention and engagement in carrying out the learning challenge, the students’ uses
558of the laser pens caused temporal fragmentation of the joint activity.
559After helping the girls, Alex returns to Leo who had meanwhile collected the requisite tools
560and is eager to begin building the Laser Defender. Leo then wonders where they should carry
561out the learning challenge and suggests the computer lab part of the FUSE Studio where they
562are already. Alex makes an alternative suggestion to move into the corridor, judging the
563computer room as an unsuitable space for carrying out the laser challenge. Leo appropriates
564this suggestion, and taking the toolbox and a laptop with them, repositions themselves within
565the nearby corridor. They position themselves very close to one another, sit down in the
566corridor, and engage with interpreting the instructions of the learning challenge, and using
567cumulative talk, by repeating the instructions. They also begin to envision, plan and ideate the
568next steps of the process. Leo offers information to Alex by stating: “It (the Laser Defender)
569needs to be one meter long”. As we can see from Fig. 5, Leo, who is wearing a striped jumper,
570places a measuring tape on the floor, and Alex (wearing the hat) holds one of the mirrors to
571begin with the challenge.

John (to Alex): We already began to do the 

laser challenge with Mark. I pushed this and

then we… (turns and points to Leo’s computer 

screen).

Alex: Do not do that, do not start, we are 

supposed to start (with Leo). Leo will start by 

doing this so that we will…

John: Aren’t we all supposed to start this in our 

own computers! We started already (picks up a 

laser-pen). (Alex nods as a positive response). 

John: Hey, shouldn’t’ these be two of these 

lasers, look. Here is only one now! No, here. 

Look, I found it!

Alex: No, it’s not the right one, we need a 

different one, this is the same kind (takes 

another laser pen in his hand)

Alex: Look, this light reaches so far!

Fig. 3 John leans over the toolbox to search for the laser pen and pushes Alex

Fig. 4 Alex points at Emilia’s face with the laser pen, and she tries to defend and smiles
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572A video camera is placed in the corridor to film them. Alex suddenly points to the camera’s
573lens with the laser pen, temporarily turning the boys’ attention away from making the Laser
574Defender. While playing with the laser pen and the camera, both boys smile and laugh as
575Alex’s light is brightly reflected from the camera’s lens, as shown in Fig. 6. Leo also tries to
576point to the camera with his laser pen but realizes that it does not work, and guesses its battery
577has run out. He thus returns to the computer lab to get new batteries. The new battery first flips
578from his hand and lands on the floor, but he then gets the laser pen functioning, and the boys
579continue playing with the laser pens and laughing. Then, Alex repositions himself toward the
580measuring tape, gazes down, and draws Leo’s attention by calling his name in a loud voice:
581“Leo! Come and look!”, and Leo turns toward Alex, and their joint attention returns to the
582challenge.
583When externalizing their knowledge creation of the Laser Defender (i.e. the knowledge
584object), Leo and Alex do not often engage in gazing at one another. Instead, their joint
585attention (talk and embodied actions) is strictly focused on the hands-on materials, for example
586Alex asking Leo’s opinion: “How should the mirror be then?” And Leo, having familiarized
587himself with the instructions, constructs knowledge via cumulative talk gained from this, and
588tries to negotiate the concretizing of the knowledge object with Alex by saying: “I think we
589must use two of these mirrors to get the light to hit the target”. Then, Alex starts pointing with
590his laser pen toward the wall, as we can see in Fig. 7. Constructing knowledge via disputational

Leo: Alex, where should we go to do 

this? Shall we do it here? (in the lab)

Alex: We are getting close to having 

all the equipment we need. Let’s not 

do it here, let’s do it in the corridor!

Leo: Okay, let’s go there. (Then, both 

boys stand up and collect the rest of 

the tools and move to the corridor to 

build the laser defender. In the 

corridor, both boys sit on the floor 

very close together). Leo: It (the 

Laser Defender) needs to be one 

meter long (Leo places a measuring 

tape).

Fig. 5 Leo places a measuring tape on the floor and Alex holds a mirror, to proceed with the challenge

Leo: (pointing to the video camera) It 

looks so funny! Look how bright it (light) 

reflects! Alex: Is someone in there (inside 

the camera)? (joking and the boys laugh

and play silently).

Alex: (draws Leo’s attention) Leo! Come 

and look. Could you hold this mirror? 

How should the mirror be placed then?

Leo: I think we must use two of these 

mirrors to get the light to hit the target. 

There needs to be two (mirrors). 

Alex: Do not do that! Put that away, we 

don’t need that! (the mirror Leo has).

Fig. 6 Boys having fun pointing to the video camera’s lens with their laser pens
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591talk, Alex then disagrees and says to Leo, who has another mirror in his hand: “Do not do that!
592Put that away, we don’t need that!”. By stating where they should place a mirror, and by
593disregarding the option offered by Leo, Alex tries, however, to further concretize the knowl-
594edge object. The atmosphere seems quite tense and Leo disagrees, with a critical tone in his
595voice, using disputational talk: “There should be two mirrors, not just one!”, demonstrating by
596holding the second mirror in his right hand. As illustrated in Fig. 7, Alex continues pointing to
597the wall with the laser pen. Suddenly, Leo then looks away from Alex, and temporarily,
598physically withdraws from the challenge by walking away from the corridor, back to the to the
599computer lab without saying anything more (see Fig. 7).
600As we can see from Fig. 7, Alex gazes towards Leo but does not say anything to him as he
601walks away. He keeps on placing the mirrors in different positions, trying to concretize the
602epistemic object (the security system using lasers and mirrors). It looks at that point as if their
603collaborative interaction will not continue, however, after a while Leo returns. At this point, no
604words are exchanged, and the boys silently continue placing the mirror in a range of positions
605and directing the laser pen multiple times, via trial and error. After a while, they constructively
606engage with each other’s opinions, contributing to knowledge creation via exploratory talk,
607Alex first demonstrates with his hand his novel idea on how the light would move, and
608suggests: “We should try this out, then we would have a laser which goes there”. In practice,
609he then explores this new option of placing the two mirrors and says with a confident voice:
610“Let’s place this here, and this here, I really like this!”, appropriating and expanding Leo’s
611original idea of including the two mirrors. By doing this, Alex also distills away his earlier
612idea, unsuitable to concretize the knowledge object. Leo first agrees, and they stand in silence
613for a while viewing what Alex invented.
614Some students then walk past and disrupt their work. However, they stay focused on the
615task. Yet, Leo is still not satisfied, again disagrees, and uses disputational talk to further contest
616Alex. He suggests a modified approach, of his own invention, relating to positioning the
617mirrors, stating that: “No, I do not think this is the way, I have an idea!”. He silently
618demonstrates this to Alex by placing the mirrors in different positions to further concretize

 

Leo: There should be two mirrors, not just 

one! (Leo walks away and after a while 

comes back) Leo: Let’s place this here, 

and that there and then. I’m trying really 

hard to do this! Place it there, we need to 

reflect it from the mirror. We cannot place 

it here!

Alex: I know now, like this. We should 

try this out, then we would have a laser 

which goes there (demonstrates). Let’s 

place this here, and this here, I really like 

this! (the boys view Alex’s work). 

Leo: No, I do not think this is the way, I 

have an idea! (demonstrates). Let’s put 

one here, the other there, there is one and 

it reflects here and the other there, does 

this suit you? 

Alex: Yes. (Alex nods and moves close to 

Leo to adjust the mirrors). 

 

Fig. 7 Alex points to the wall and Leo withdraws from doing the Laser Defender challenge
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619the shared epistemic object. Alex then appropriates by simply replying: “Yes!”, accompanied
620by his use of his body to expresses shared understanding by nodding to Leo. Alex joins Leo in
621further testing with the laser pens, and soon the Laser Defender starts functioning, and the boys
622successfully complete the challenge.
623Thereafter, their knowledge is made publicly accountable as they then introduce their laser
624defender to their peers John and Mark. John and Mark had also carried out the same challenge,
625and completed it successfully, but through a different design and making process in the FUSE
626Studio space. Alex and Leo invite them to break in, to try to steal their valuable “treasure”.
627While they are doing this, Emilia, who Alex had helped earlier, and her group member Linnea
628enter the corridor to view the Laser Defender created by Alex and Leo. All the boys then turn
629their attention to the girls, and away from stealing the treasure, and start playing with the video
630camera, posing and making funny faces. Alex throws his cap and rolls on the floor, and
631(without words) points to Linnea with the laser pen, who as shown in Fig. 8, tries to defend
632herself by holding her left hand as a shield. Both laugh. Then, John and Mark leave, and
633Linnea, who is still sitting on the floor, picks up the laser pen and leans over the Laser
634Defender, expanding the usage of the knowledge object from the established group, trying to
635steal the treasure while Leo and Alex are viewing. Lastly, Leo takes a photograph of the boys’
636accomplishment.
637In this episode, Alex behaves in a commanding manner toward Leo. Nevertheless, together
638he and Leo collaboratively interacted and equally contributed to solve the learning challenge of
639creating a laser beam security system to protect a valuable “treasure”. Cumulative,
640disputational, and exploratory types of talk were used as mediational means, together with
641multiple material artifacts, such as the toolbox, measuring tape, mirrors, laser pens and the
642video camera. All these served as important mediators, enhancing the externalization and the
643internalization of knowledge as well as the enactment of knowledge practices during their
644interaction. In this episode, the corridor as a physical space played an especially pivotal role in
645mediating the students’ interactions and knowledge practices, and it can be viewed as an
646improvised spatial expansion for the makerspace, providing opportunities for the students’
647embodied actions and the extension of the given instructions. Further, the corridor importantly
648allowed for the creation and testing of innovative solutions, as well as the concretization of the
649shared epistemic object. Despite the boys’ frequent use of disputational talk, combined with
650strong embodied actions, such as pushing one another and withdrawing from the situation, the
651boys successfully solved the laser challenge. Further, the disruptions, although temporarily
652fragmenting their maker work, served important social functions, such as gaining the girls’

Fig. 8 Alex points at Linnea with the laser pen, who holds her hand as a shield
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653attention and having fun with peers, and the boys always managed to return to their joint
654attention on the challenge.

655Episode 2: Pursuing the keychain challenge in the classroom part
656of the FUSE studio

657Also in this episode, discourse, digital and other hands-on materials, embodied actions, such as
658gestures and postures, and the physical arrangement mediated the students’ collaborative
659knowledge practices (i.e. orienting to, interpreting, concretizing and expanding knowledge),
660generating joint attention and leading to extending the given instructions, and the successful
661and creative completion of the learning challenge. Here, we focus on an episode in which a
662group of girls had a member among them who was familiar with the challenge and who, when
663asked by her peers, took the responsibility for coordinating the other three girls’ making
664process. Furthermore, in this episode the girls did not make use of the surrounding space but
665remained in the classroom part of the FUSE Studio for the whole time, sitting around a desk. In
666this space, their interaction involved a rich constellation of embodied actions, which were first
667carried out by the member holding knowledge on the challenge, but later by all the other
668members of this group, to demonstrate, coordinate and support the other group members’
669work, to creatively work with their hands, leading to the creation of unique keychains.
670Four girls (pseudonymized as) Nellie, Emmi, Sara and Nora begin collectively orienting
671themselves to carry out a learning challenge as a group. For this, they position themselves in the
672part of the FUSE Studio that is arranged as a more regular classroom, having a single large table
673around which they all sit next to each other. They jointly decided to work on the FUSE challenge
674called the “Keychain Challenge”, in which the students design and 3D print a keychain with their
675name or custom message. (For more information see: www.fusestudio.net/challenges). Each of
676the girls has her own laptop on the table, and they sit closely beside one another as they share two
677computer screens to design keychains by using the FUSE computer program. Then, Emmi, who
678is familiar with the challenge, walks into the next room, the computer lab, to get the hands-on
679materials she wants the girls to use in their work on their keychains.
680The episode in our focus here begins as Sara tries to connect the parts of the keychain
681without succeeding and soon asks for help from Emmi. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 9 in
682which Emmi is the third girl from the left and Sara is sitting second from the left wearing a
683black cardigan. Emmi says to Sara: I’m good at this! I have viewed this challenge and I
684understand this”, sounding quite self-satisfied, but we can see from the way in which Emmi
685engages her body in Sara’s making activity by grasping Sara’s hand with a smile and friendly
686gaze (in Fig. 9), that she eager and genuinely wants to help her. We do not know whether
687Emmi has carried out this particular learning challenge before, as she says she has viewed it,
688which may refer to merely viewing the instructions or the work of other students. However,
689here, Sara depends on Emmi, and also the other two peers grant her the responsibility for
690instructing them as well. Nellie is sitting on the far left and Nora on the far right (in Fig. 9).
691They each take a rather individual stance, trying to familiarize themselves further with the
692instructions by looking at the “My Challenges” interface on their own respective computer
693screens. This ends very soon as the girls turn their attention to jointly following what Emmi is
694doing with Sara.
695Then, Emmi begins orienting all the others to the task by offering information and
696demonstrating with her hands how to make a special keychain by sewing beads of different
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697colors to it. Her existing knowledge, embodied actions, as well as the thick thread and the
698beads, began to mediate and coordinate the four girls’ joint attention and engagement. To
699interpret Emmi’s demonstration, Sara then starts constructing knowledge via cumulative talk
700by repeating by heart and reiterating by embodied actions what she had demonstrated to her.
701For this, she quickly takes the keychain from Emmi’s hands, visioning, planning and ideating
702the next steps in her making process: “Could I do something like that?”. Emmi confirms by
703nodding to her that she has understood correctly. Thereafter, Sara, with a happy look on her
704face, continues exploring, stitching and connecting the parts by herself, beginning to concretize
705the shared epistemic object (i.e. designing and producing a customized keychain).
706Their making process then stops for a while as the girls begin to discuss their pets,
707especially about a rabbit Sara had and that had recently died. The girls reminisce about the
708rabbit and also make jokes about it and how difficult it is to select a name for pets. Then, their
709making activity continues as Nellie draws their attention back to the task by asking a question:
710Are we doing this in the right way?, combined with a long gaze toward Emmi, as a way of
711expressing a desire for her to assess their progress and also to support her. After this, Sara tries
712to connect the parts of the keychain and is moving back-and-forth (by embodied actions), but
713then again begins to struggle and asks for further help from Emmi. Then, Emmi begins the
714joint interpretation of knowledge, and she looks down at Sara’s hands, and then glances at the
715laptop in front of her. She frowns, and confidently begins elaborating to all girls how the parts
716of the chain need to be connected, in fact raising the difficulty of the learning challenge, and
717extending the instructions of the FUSE program.
718The making process then proceeds so that Sara states to Emmi: “Oh dear, this is so difficult!
719This hurts my hands a bit”. As shown in Fig. 10, the two girls withdraw from the group
720activity by taking an embodied action of leaning forward and directing their joint attention (as
721a pair) to supporting Sara’s sewing and the concretization of the shared knowledge object.
722When verbally externalizing her knowledge to Sara, Emmi simultaneously demonstrates to her
723the procedure by sewing and connecting some parts of her own keychain she has in her hands.
724Again, Sara is trying to interpret this by replicating Emmi’s actions with her hands, sewing
725black beads to decorate her keychain. Yet, Sara finds it difficult to proceed with attaching the
726beads. At this point, Nellie is also carefully paying attention to Emmi’s demonstration, and
727Nora has stood up to see it more closely. After the girls view Emmi’s actions for some time, we
728can see (in Fig. 10) how Nellie gazes at Nora (standing on the righthand side of Fig. 10), and
729raises her thumb up, as if a sign of appropriation and understanding Emmi’s instructions, to

Sara (to Emmi): I am totally lost now. 

How can we proceed from here? Tell 

us. 

Emmi: I’m good at this! I have 

viewed this challenge and I 

understand this! (begins to unpack 

the toolbox). Let me help you!

Nellie: Are we doing this in the right 

way? What are these purple parts? 

How does this go?

Sara: How can I make this smaller 

and at the same time wider? Please, 

help me. I would really like to do 

this. Could I do something like that?

Fig. 9 Sara struggles and Emmi smiles and offers help
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730which Nora nods, as a sign of appropriation. It can also be seen as an embodied act of
731collaborative distillation. Nellie sets aside some of the options and solutions she and Nora had
732so far tried out, reinforcing Nellie and Nora’s joint decision to proceed with the making
733activity according to Emmi’s instructions.
734After a while, Sara is again struggling, and seeking for Emmi’s help, who tries to strengthen
735her confidence and simultaneously begins to give her more elaborate advice about creating the
736keychain. In this, first by praising Sara by saying: “Yes, good!, and then with a confident gaze,
737taking the role as an expert, Emmi further externalizes her tacit knowledge and experience to
738Sara, guiding her: Then, take that black bead next because you need it to hold this together”.
739Emmi states that it needs to be a different black item, and hands the necessary one to Sara, who
740takes it from Emmi’s hand. She then supports her with encouraging words, and exemplifies
741exploratory talk by suggesting: “Let’s not think about if it’s difficult or not, we can just try it
742and see how it goes. It’s fun”. As demonstrated in Fig. 11, all girls including Sara then smile,
743appropriating Emmi’s view. This is an important turning point in Sara’s progress with the
744challenge, as thereafter, holding the bead in front of Emmi, she smiles and constructively
745engages with her opinion and reasoning. She says: “Here is the black one, I think this should
746work”, expressing that she had understood the instructions and gained some confidence via the
747other girls (verbal and embodied) support.

Sara: I wonder how this needs to be 

done (tries with her hands). Oh dear, 

this is so difficult! This hurts my hands 

a bit. This comes off really easily (tries 

out). Sara: How can I do this? 

Emmi: Sure, I can help, I know this 

(leans towards Sara). Please take the 

black one. Yes, good! You first place 

these things together. Then, take that 

black bead next because you need it to 

hold this together (Sara takes a bead 

from Emmi’s hand). 

Fig. 10 Emmi and Sara direct their joint attention to their hands to support Sara, and Nellie raises her thumb to
Nora

Sara (to Emmi): How can I do this? Look 

how this looks? 

Emmi: Let’s not think about if it’s 

difficult or not, we can just try it and see 

how it goes. It’s fun! (all of the girls 

smile).

Sara: OK. Here is the black one, I think 

this should work.

(Then, she accidently drops her computer 

mouse on the floor). Sara: 

I think this mouse was already a little 

broken. 

Fig. 11 Emmi suggests not think about the difficulty of the challenge; all smile
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748The tools and embodied actions mediated and coordinated the students’ joint attention and
749engagement, and the four girls had collected information, concretized knowledge, and had
750developed a shared understanding of the artifact they were creating. Their making activity then
751is temporarily disrupted as Sara drops her computer mouse on the floor. She picks it up and
752starts trying to see whether it is broken, and the other girls silently wait for her, and the mouse
753still functions. Then the girls direct their attention back to the task, and Emmi is still looking
754over Sara’s work and providing her with support and guidance when needed. Soon after,
755Emmi finalizes her own keychain, raises her head up, and starts to giggle. These are all signs of
756a positive atmosphere. Sara smiles back to her and then puts down the bead from her right
757hand, holding the new, squared black object in her left hand, and starts to insert a cord to run
758through it. At this point, Nellie and Nora, also supported by Emmi’s instructions and by one
759another, successfully complete their keychains. Viewing Sara’s work, leaning closer to her,
760and pointing at her hand with the black bead, Emmi then explains: “You need to bind it then in
761a hook-like manner”. Sara adds her own reasoning by responding with a question: “Like
762that?”, demonstrating that she had understood and simultaneously changing her making
763process, and Emmi replies: “No, not like that, like this”. This is not viewed as disputational
764talk, but more as an effort to negotiate the concretizing of the knowledge object, as Emmi is
765responding with a smile on her face. Appropriating Emmi’s idea Sara then adjusts the position
766of her hand, leading to the successful completion of the keychain, and joyfully shouts: “Oh, my
767god, look, I managed to do it!” As illustrated in Fig. 12, Nora turns her attention to Sara and
768Nellie raises her hands to celebrate her success and all girls smile.
769In this episode, Emmi, who had more accumulated knowledge of the challenge and in
770stitching, played a pivotal role in sharing her knowledge via talk and bodily movements, such
771as touch and demonstration, and use of the thick thread and the beads. Through this
772contribution, the challenge became understandable to the others, and concretized into a shared
773epistemic artifact. Especially, Sara’s questions to Emmi promoted the externalization of
774Emmi’s knowledge, cumulative talk, and the enactment of the knowledge practices. Emmi’s
775creative expansion of the instructions generated exploratory talk and embodied actions leading
776to a special design (inclusion of beads) of the keychains, simultaneously increasing the
777difficulty of the learning challenge, yet also taking full responsibility for guiding others.
778However, even if Sara often struggled, in this episode, we did not witness disputational talk.
779Instead, the atmosphere was positive and supportive, and all successfully completed the
780challenge. Even though Emmi mostly instructed the others, they worked collaboratively as
781she was also discovering new things. The other three girls also, mainly by embodied actions

Emmi: No, no, not like that! Like this, 

from there (demonstrates). Then, you 

need to do like that. You need to bind it 

then in a hook-like manner.

Sara: Oh, my god, look, I managed to do 

it! Wow!!

Nellie: Go and get the camera, so that we 

can take a photo of this!

Fig. 12 Nellie raises her hands to celebrate Sara’s success
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782introduced new ideas to the joint activity, contributed to the concretization of the artifacts.
783Nora and Nellie mostly worked independently and remained mostly silent. However, with
784their embodied actions they actively took part in the inquiry, collaborative interaction process,
785and knowledge practices. In this episode, the girls did not comment on the presence of the
786video camera. They stayed in their selected space, and did not express an intention to
787reposition themselves within the room, or to move elsewhere during the session, except for
788Emmi in the beginning, collecting materials from the space next door.

789Episode 3: Building a roller coaster in the computer lab

790As in the two previous episodes, in this case discourse, digital and other “hands on” materials,
791embodied actions, and the physical arrangements mediated the students’ collaborative knowl-
792edge practices (i.e. orienting to, interpreting, concretizing and expanding knowledge), leading
793to the successful completion of the learning challenge. Also, in this example, the students (the
794same boys as in the first example) made use of the FUSE Studio space and its materials in
795creative ways, for instance, by standing on the cupboard in order to coordinate their work in
796the computer lab. Also, in this episode, the learning challenge was new to the boys. They
797critically but mostly constructively engaged with each other’s ideas, and made expansive uses
798of the tools they’d been given. Their work included a rich constellation of embodied actions
799and acts of trial and error, pivotal for the boy’s joint attention as they progressed with the
800challenge. Also, in this episode, the boys’ critical commenting and joint exploration led to the
801creative expansion of the instructions provided by the FUSE Studio computer program.
802Four boys, Leo, Alex, John and Mark (the same as in the Episode 1) decided to work as a
803group again, this time in the computer lab part of the FUSE Studio on a “Coaster Boss”
804learning challenge. In this challenge, a roller coaster is built, and a marble must pass through
805the track at a certain speed and under certain conditions. (For more information, see: www.
806fusestudio.net/challenges). To orient themselves to the challenge, the boys select materials for
807the challenge from the cupboard without looking at the instructions on the computer screen
808and place the materials into a carboard box. As the boys decide to build two roller coasters,
809John and Mark, belonging to this group, worked with the same challenge building their roller
810coaster in the opposite corner of the computer lab, and did not communicate with Leo and
811Alex until the end of the FUSE Studio session. In this episode, we focus on presenting the
812work of Leo and Alex.
813When positioning themselves in the space, to carry out the challenge, Alex and Leo place a
814computer on the floor, and they focus their joint attention in viewing the instructions from the
815“My Challenges” interface. Alex is reflecting on the instructions with Leo and they soon
816realize that for the ball to roll fast enough, the roller coaster needs to begin from as high as
817possible in the room.
818Taking a collaborative stance, they decide that Alex should climb on the low cupboards,
819behind the teacher’s desk. Leo hands him tape and foam strips. Leo begins envisioning the
820roller coaster and interpreting the instructions by suggesting they slice the tape into pieces of a
821certain length, long enough to keep the coaster steady, to start from the wall. For this Alex asks
822for tape in a commanding voice. As shown in Fig. 13, Leo is wearing a striped jumper and
823gazes towards Alex (whose face does not show due to the positioning of the camera) and asks
824his opinion: “What size do you need?”. Alex bodily offers him information, by showing the
825size with his fingers. Then Leo, via disputational talk, begins to question the way Alex is
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826attaching the foam strip to the wall: “OK, here is the tape. But hey, that part does not go like
827that. I’m sure, it will not stay put if you place it like that”. To which Alex firmly replies that he
828thinks it will stay put, and continues working on the challenge alone, iterating and repeating
829some earlier phases of the process.
830As Leo disagrees, Alex jumps from the cupboard to the floor to construct jointly a more
831solid tube with Leo. The boys work together using tape to attach the strip foams together. Alex
832then climbs back on the cupboard to hold the rollercoaster in a certain position so that Leo can
833add parts to it. However, Alex does not say anything but still seems not completely satisfied
834about how the coaster is positioned. He jumps from the cupboard to the nearby desk to
835reposition it. He keeps sitting on the table for quite a while trying to adjust the coaster’s
836position. Then, both boys enthusiastically move to see how the marble ball moves along the
837tube and try to roll it for the first time. For this, Alex jumps from sitting on the desk to stand
838again on the teacher’s cupboard. Suddenly, the ball gets stuck in the tube, making Leo question
839Alex’s way of adjusting the position of the tube. Then, Leo takes over adjusting the tube,
840which Alex agrees to, and as suggested by Leo, cuts some foam from the high end of the tube.
841Then, Alex suggests to Leo: “Now, let’s test it with the ball, to make this coaster really great!”,
842exemplifying exploratory talk and trying to create a satisfying shared epistemic artifact. Leo
843nods and appropriates his suggestion. The boys test the coaster to see whether it works. When
844carrying out the test ride, the marble ball, however, rolls too fast and bounces away from the
845boys, under a desk, and Leo seeks it, with Alex holding the roller coaster that they had created
846so far, as shown in Fig. 14. The boys looked disappointed (from their facial expressions) and
847decided to revise their plan and the epistemic object in progress, in order to jointly appropriate
848it and to make it function properly.
849As Leo finds the marble ball, the boys then re-direct their attention to making adjustments
850to the coaster, and decide to reposition it, to make the ball roll slower, not to bounce off the
851track. Leo continues reasoning and adjusting the foam strips by adding tape, to which Alex
852loudly exclaims by disputational talk: “No, no, no, do not do that!” and disregards Leo’s
853further suggestion about adding a whole new foam strip to the coaster. Alex then further
854commands Leo to provide him with some materials from the floor and scissors. Then, Alex
855very carefully adds a small piece to the end of the tunnel, and with this embodied action
856distillates Leo’s idea of using the longer piece of the foam strip. Alex then shares his existing
857knowledge and suggests they create a loop to make the ball roll slower. As we can witness

Alex: Hand me more of that tape and 

tubes (foam strips) (in a commanding 

voice).

Leo: What size do you need? (Alex 

replies by showing with his fingers). 

Leo: OK, here is the tape. But hey, that 

part does not go like that. You need to put 

it there! I’m sure, it will not stay put if 

you place it like that. If we do it like this 

(walks to the toolbox and gets two more 

foam strips form the box). Leo: I’m 

starting to create a track from this. But the 

ball will not go like that! (walks again to 

the tool- box and gets two more foam 

strips form the box). 

Fig. 13 Leo hands Alex, who stands on the cupboard, tape and other tools
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858from Fig. 15, Alex then smiles, and verbally explains and demonstrates with embodied actions
859his idea of the loop. In Fig. 15, we can see how he uses his body to makes a circular movement
860with his left hand, to demonstrate a loop. Leo carefully gazes toward him and follows his
861demonstration (see Fig. 15) on how to proceed to make the coaster function correctly. Having
862observed this for a while, Leo negotiates with Alex on the positioning of the loop. They adjust
863it a little, and then he appropriates Alex’s idea by confirming: “Yes, you are right, it goes really
864handy there, just like that”, featuring shared understanding of the knowledge object in the
865making. It also exemplifies collaborative distillation, as Leo and Alex are diverting away
866options, which did not aid their progress. To proceed, the boys then decide to switch roles and
867Leo adjusts the tube by adding tape to attach it more firmly to the table, and Alex holds the
868foam strip from where they are creating the loop. During this collaborative interaction, joint
869attention, mutual engagement and decision making, the knowledge object (the roller coaster
870through which a marble ball rolls at a certain speed), further concretizes. Both boys smile and
871seem satisfied by the way their work is proceeding.

Alex: Now, let’s test it with the ball, to 

make this coaster really great! (Leo hands 

Alex the ball and he puts it into the tube 

and it rolls). Leo: Here it comes (the ball) 

(the boys silently gaze at the tube). Leo: 

Now, this was a real fast speed! There it 

went! This was far too fast! The ball 

drops from there (points with his finger)

as it bounces off. We need one more long

tube part and more tape to make this work 

(Leo starts making adjustments)

Alex: No, no, no, do not do that! Let me 

add some additional strengthening to the 

tube. Hand me that small piece and hand 

me the scissors (Leo does this but 

disagrees). Leo: The tube is not long 

enough; we need to make it a bit longer. 

What if we tried to do it like this?

(demonstrates with his hands). 

Fig. 14 The marble ball rolls far too fast and bounces under the desk and Leo crawls to search for it

Alex: It goes like this, we need to attach 

these together here, and place this part in 

between, like that. Now, it will definitely 

stay put! We should create a loop here to 

slow the speed down a bit. Is that ok? 

(demonstrates this by making circles with 

his left arm and holding the tube in his 

other hand). (…)

Leo: Ok, after you tape, it will stay like 

that. Yes, you are right, it goes really 

handy there, just like that! 

Alex: What if we place it here? (points to 

the desk he sits on). Alex: Take the tube, 

not that, the longer one. Can you hold 

this? Not like that, like this (Leo holds the 

additional strip foam and Alex uses tape 

to attach it to the existing tube). 

Fig. 15 Alex smiles and demonstrates, by making circles with his hand, his idea of creating a loop
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872Then, the teacher comes along, telling the boys that the session will soon end. The boys
873begin to hurry to finish their roller coaster, as Alex had just begun adjusting the tube. Both
874boys wanted to test whether this would make the marble ball roll at the right speed. As shown
875in Fig. 16, Leo inserts the ball into the roller coaster, and Alex gazes upwards in order to
876observe. Before doing this, Leo uses his knowledge, accumulated from the first trial of the
877coaster (including multiple instances of trial and error), and places a plastic box at the end of
878the tube, to ensure that the ball will not bounce onto the floor and break. After some further
879reasoning, exploring and adjusting by Alex and Leo to improve the coaster, and Alex jumping
880back and forth from the desk to stand on the cupboard, the roller coaster begins to work as they
881wanted.
882Leo and Alex then made their epistemic object (the roller coaster in which the ball rolls at a
883certain speed) publicly accountable by inviting their peers, John and Mark, to roll the ball with
884them on the coaster. They do this multiple times and are having fun. By doing so, they refuse
885the teacher’s instruction not to continue their maker work. Soon, the other teacher present in
886the makerspace (in a strict tone of voice) tells them to stop and to leave the classroom, as they
887had already stayed longer than allowed. Then, the boys physically turn their backs to the
888teacher, and avoid looking at him, and do not verbally respond to him. As the teacher
889commands them, they finally begin tearing down the coaster, and while doing it, they suddenly
890transform their epistemic object into two “weapons” with which they start playfighting with
891one another by using the long foam pieces as swords. As illustrated in Fig. 17, Alex first raises
892his sword and Leo holds his one in his hand and responds by hitting Alex’s sword, while Mark
893and John are watching. Disregarding the teacher’s command, all four boys then start playing
894with the video camera, filming themselves, and leave the computer lab after the other students.
895In this episode, as in our first example, Leo and Alex collaboratively interact and challenge
896one another by expressing differing opinions. As in the first example, this is, however, mostly
897constructive and, in this episode, we witnessed less disputational talk than in the first example.
898In concretizing their knowledge object, the roller coaster, the boys moved back and forth in
899their process. They searched for solutions to the problems included in the learning challenge,
900leading to the successful completion of the challenge. The challenge was new to the boys and,
901as in the first example, both actively contributed to the making and problem-solving activity.
902Also, though Alex had a tendency to command Leo, we were able to witness from his non-
903verbal communication that he respected Leo as a collaborator. They used a rich constellation of
904embodied actions, as well as the materials and the space itself by their standing and sitting on
905the cupboard and the desk, to enhance the enactment of their knowledge practices and

Teacher: Our time will soon end and then 

you need to clean up. It’s time to 

assemble things (the boys continue to 

work).

Leo: Hurry, hurry, we are running out of 

time! Now, now! (after some adjustments 

they test the tube ones more).

Alex: Wow, now it works!!

Leo: Yippee! We made it!! (John and 

Mark come closer to view). 

Teacher: You coaster bosses, you must 

wrap up now!

Fig. 16 Leo enters the ball to the coaster and Alex views
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906creativity. In contrast to the first example, the boys did not express an intention to reposition
907themselves in the space, or to move elsewhere during the session. In this episode, when they
908were close to completing the challenge, the teacher came along and asked them to tear down
909their roller coaster as the session was ending. Consequently, they stayed in their selected space
910and when rejecting the teacher’s commands, expanded their usage of the shared epistemic
911object to have fun with one another and their peers.

912Discussion and conclusions

913School-based makerspaces have not yet received much research attention when it comes to
914understanding students’ collaborative knowledge practices within these novel learning envi-
915ronments. In this study, with the aim of furthering the educational potential of technology-rich
916learning environments, to support students’ knowledge creation and learning, we investigated
917the students’ knowledge practices through a multimodal lens, directing our attention to
918discourse and material, spatial and embodied modalities mediating students’ design and
919making activities. This led us to identifying four types of student knowledge practices, namely
920orienting to, interpreting, concretizing and expanding knowledge, guiding and facilitating the
921students’ learning activity in the FUSE Studio makerspace.
922Our findings add to the existing research on makerspaces, as well as collaboration within
923them, by making connections between different types of students’ talk (see Mercer et al. 1999;
924Mercer 2005, also Mercer 2019) and their collaborative knowledge practices. When the
925students were carrying out the STEAM design challenges and enacting the knowledge practice
926of orienting to knowledge, they typically applied cumulative talk, and often relied on the FUSE
927Studio computer program to follow the instructions it provided. Yet, as an extension to
928orienting they used embodied actions such as moving physically towards one another and
929began searching for mediating means/tools to support their inquiry, such as foam rubber, a
930marble, tape and scissors, and 3D printers. They also sought alternative spaces and physical
931arrangements to better serve their making activities, depending on the challenge.
932The interacting students held different knowledge sources, and some were less and some
933more knowledgeable than others, creating challenges and tensions in collective knowledge
934creation (see Ludvigsen 2012). However, the more knowledgeable students played a crucial
935role in guiding their peers, and the groups we studied did not typically call their teachers to
936help them. The interpreting of the knowledge in the pre-given instructions, and one another’s

Fig. 17 Alex raising his “sword” to playfight with Leo
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937existing knowledge often involved the students’ construction of common knowledge via
938cumulative talk, in other words, by accumulation and repetition of the instructions provided
939by the computer program. In their interpreting we can also witness an increase in the students’
940usage of short utterances and instances of assertion and counter-assertion, competing argu-
941ments and constructive criticism, in other words disputational talk. It also included some
942critical but constructive engagement in hearing each other’s opinions, statements and sugges-
943tions, accompanied by embodied acts and gestures, such as gaze, demonstration, and physical
944withdrawal from proceeding with the challenge (see also Mondada 2018). With language, such
945gestures in the students’ interaction provide an informative source of evidence regarding the
946students’ knowledge, and the nature of maker work (see also Koskinen et al. 2015). Our
947analysis thus contributes to the understanding of human gestures as tied to the physical, social
948and cultural properties of the learning environment (also Goodwin 2003; Streeck et al. 2011).
949When carrying out the STEAM learning challenges and enacting the knowledge practice of
950concretizing their visions, ideas and plans into epistemic objects and material artifacts, the
951students’ talk often exemplified features of disputational talk, as the students disagreed and
952contested one another when working with the available conceptual, material and spatial
953resources, and in creating knowledge objects and artifacts. We were also able to witness
954exploratory talk, in which the students made use of a rich variety of available verbal and
955embodied resources, and for example collaboratively expanded the instructions and redefined
956the use of certain tools (also Baker et al. 1999), to produce artifacts meaningful to them. The
957students enactment of the knowledge practice named expanding featured disputatonal talk, as
958they disagreed, were not satisfied with the work process and rejected, modified or entirely
959revised their epistemic object in progress. It also exemplified exploratory talk, as the students
960explored, negotiated, jointly reasoned, and gave motivations and explanations for the other’s
961arguments and ideas. By doing so, they reached decisions and agreements, and produced
962epistemic objects and artifacts, successfully solving the learning challenges. In this, the
963students also made an effort to make their knowledge publicly accountable, first to their co-
964maker(s) and then to their peers and the teacher(s). In students’ enactment of the knowledge
965practices, we have sought to underline the crucial importance of learning from peers. As shown
966in our examples, the students continuously introduced and demonstrated new ways of working
967to their peers, and their guidance was more important than the pre-given instructions or the
968support provided by the teachers in this context.
969Along with the language, characteristic in the students’ interaction in the FUSE Studio
970makerspace we studied, were both material and spatial mediation as well as the pivotal role of
971non-verbal communication when enacting the knowledge practices during STEAM learning.
972Our study generates new knowledge about the ways the materials of makerspaces become joint
973attention in ongoing interaction with opportunities and tensions for engagement and learning.
974The materials and spaces played an important role for the students to communicate, and to
975establish joint attention, in other words, to coordinate their actions and attention with others on
976an object (see also Tomasello 2000). Further, the student groups familiarized themselves with
977negotiated and collectively appropriated tools (also Baker et al. 1999), and the tools then
978changed and molded their interactions (see also Riikonen et al. 2020). Echoing previous
979studies on technologically and materially rich learning environments, the students’ creation
980of epistemic objects and artifacts was critically dependent on embodied practices connected to
981making (Kangas et al. 2013; Blikstein 2013; Kafai et al. 2014). In our study, the students re-
982positioned (by bodily acts) themselves and the materials within the given makerspace room,
983for example, by relocating from the makerspace to an outside corridor. Also, gestures, such as
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984smiles and signs of excitement played a significant role in the enactment of the students’
985knowledge practices when working with the available conceptual, material and spatial
986resources.
987Our findings point to the need for further investigation of the spatial mediators, namely the
988physical room and its spatial arrangements in the students’maker work. Adding to the existing
989research knowledge on makerspaces, our findings highlight the physical space and its orga-
990nization as an important mediator for the students’ knowledge practices as well as their
991enactment and management of them. The students in our examples chose to carry out maker
992work in different spaces. Thus, instead of a singular entity, the physical makerspace context
993and its materials need to see as a constellation, providing a variety of opportunities and, in
994some cases, also constraints for the students’ maker work. In light of our findings, the FUSE
995Studio could be seen as offering a new multi-level instrumentality of learning (see also
996Engeström 2007), in other words, multi-layered and complex constellations of conceptual,
997material, embodied and spatial mediators, mediating students’ knowledge practices and
998guiding their activity.
999Further, our findings are in line with previous research showing that the presence of
1000heterogeneous learners (also Riikonen et al. 2020; Stahl and Hakkarainen 2020), and the
1001multiple digital and non-digital mediators, often new to the students in a makerspace, can be
1002challenging for the students and may create tensions (also Bråten and Braasch 2017;
1003Ludvigsen 2009). In the FUSE Studio, the students’ maker work was not without tensions,
1004as they struggled with the technology and handling the various materials. The pedagogical
1005principles of the FUSE Studio, emphasizing students’ own interest and choice, supported their
1006multimodal knowledge practices, but at the same time demanded active participation and a
1007high level of responsibility taking (also Zhang et al. 2009) from the students. Yet, from our
1008perspective, the complexity and tensions involved were not always harmful but also triggered
1009and drove students’ collaborative knowledge creation and learning (also Kumpulainen et al.
10102019a, b Q30.
1011To support student-participation, peer tutoring, and learning, the FUSE Studio as a
1012technology-rich makerspace context can be viewed as “a third space” (also Gutiérrez 2008)
1013in which to establish dialogic interaction between the students (Mercer 2005), who hold
1014different knowledge resources (Brown and Campione 1996) and skills and aim for collectively
1015solving challenges. It then provides the students with a learning environment that may support
1016connecting “in deep ways to the life experiences of all students” (see Nasir et al. 2006), to
1017productively apply, use and reflect on their own knowledge. Supporting the multimodal
1018knowledge practices identified in our study with novel pedagogical solutions is important to
1019enhance the students’ collaboration and the development of their (and also their teachers)
1020digital competencies. This kind of a learning environment can also offer an important place for
1021enhancing students’ management of the design and making activities, knowledge creation and
1022learning.
1023We understand that our study is small scale and descriptive and hence further research is
1024needed to explore students’ multimodal knowledge practices in makerspaces. We suggest that
1025the typology for the analysis of three “archetypical forms” of students’ talk (Mercer et al. 1999;
1026Mercer 2005, also Mercer 2019) is a worthwhile starting point for future research to investigate
1027students’ collaborative knowledge creation in makerspace contexts. As we demonstrated, it
1028can be extended by applying the knowledge practices approach (Hakkarainen et al. 2004;
1029Hakkarainen 2009; Seitamaa-Hakkarainen et al. 2010), and multimodal interaction analysis
1030(Goodwin 2003; Kress 2010; Streeck et al. 2011; Taylor 2014), to take adequate account of the
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1031reciprocal interaction between knowledge creation and students’ collaborative practice on the
1032one and, as well as the materiality, spatiality and embodied actions on the other in mediating
1033students’ knowledge practices.
1034The design and implementation of technology- and materially-rich makerspace
1035learning environments, situated in schools, and new pedagogies suited to them, is
1036not a one-time effort, but a continuous process that includes tensions, modification,
1037implementation and adjusting new and old artifacts, tools, technologies and procedures
1038(see also Engeström 2007). In reporting our findings, we have presented situational
1039examples of the students’ interaction and knowledge practices during their design and
1040making activities. In the case of the elementary school that was the focus of our
1041study, the FUSE Studio was embedded in the school’s locally-adopted official curric-
1042ulum (the students frequently attending sessions). We argue that it can thus be
1043regarded as a long-term project, offering a tool to teachers for enhancing educational
1044changes in this particular school, and also in other schools.
1045In our view, widening the understanding of students’ multimodal knowledge practices in
1046makerspaces can provide valuable lessons and guide knowledge advancement and transfor-
1047mation of learning environments in schools. We hope that with our findings, viewing
1048knowledge creation as achieved through a multimodal process, we will be able to further
1049inform the design and implementation of novel pedagogical solutions, to consider and facilitate
1050the management of multiple mediators and peer learning at the intersection between tacit and
1051explicit knowledge in technology- and materially-rich learning environments. At their best,
1052such learning environments can serve as “amalgams of arrangements and mechanisms”
1053(Knorr-Cetina 1999) for collaborative knowledge practices, mediated multimodally.
1054Multimodality is particularly important, often by the support of mediational means other than
1055language, in making visible how the students know and what they know, or do not know, to
1056enhance their creation of meaningful, shared epistemic objects and artifacts, and learning of
1057something that is not yet present and known.
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